
 
A GROUNDBREAKING NEW REALITY SERIES WHERE THE X FILES MEETS THE X FACTOR. 

ALIEN HYBRID: a person with both human and alien ancestry

ALIEN RACE IS SEARCHING FOR A GIFTED MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC WHO POSESSES AN INATE 
AND UNIQUE ABILITY TO JOIN ITS EXPERT TEAM OF ALIEN HYBRID INVESTIGATORS.

THEY ARE HERE,
 THEY LIVE AMONG US, 

AND WE’RE GOING TO FIND THEM.

In the NBC hit show, Heroes, ordinary people across the globe discovered they had                
supernatural abilities, realising that they were all meant to serve a higher purpose. For our 
team this premise is no longer purely fictional and in fact, could very much be a reality. 

Rosemary Reed of Back Door Productions, creator and producer of new reality                    
phenomenon, Alien Race, is collaborating with Heroes creative writer and co-producer Aron 
Coleite to begin the nationwide search for those who possess extraordinary and potentially 
extra terrestrial powers. This is not a scripted series, nor is it fiction. Alien Race is the first 
reality show of its kind, academic and enlightening in its approach, it arrives at a moment in 
time where hybrids, extra terrestrials and space discovery is stimulating the consciousness 
within today’s society and the public psyche like never before.

This pioneering new reality television concept has already caused a stir within the                 
conspiracy, UFO and alien communities. The notion of alien hybrids, humans who have alien 
ancestry found deep in their genetic make up, has, for a long time, been followed with great 
interest and intrigue. For years members of the public have speculated that there is more to 
life on earth than what currently meets the eye. Today, millions of people are logging on to 
the hundreds of online forums, Facebook pages and blogs, containing people’s stories of 
abduction, a sense of not belonging, exceptional abilities, heightened sensitivity and extra 
terrestrial experiences. 

However, it is not just speculative members of the public whose attention has been captured 
by the phenomenon of hybrids walking among us. A growing number of scientists, security 
and government officials, and high profile speakers have all spoken out in support of the 
hybrid theory, producing some very compelling and convincing evidence that couldn’t be, and 
more importantly, shouldn’t be, ignored. 



So now, for the first time ever on television, Alien Race will be unearthing some of the most 
astonishing, remarkable and, at times, peculiar members of the public, whose abilities will 
astound and shock audiences. For those who truly possess the traits of a hybrid, their lives 
will be changed forever, as they embark on a journey of a lifetime and that will alter the 
world’s perceptions on life, as we currently know it.  

Leading the search will be our expert investigative team, made up of members who come 
from a wide and varied range of professional backgrounds. However, these members have 
been carefully selected because of their common bond with one another; the desire to          
investigate the potential for alien life on Earth. 

Among the Alien Race team are ex-MoD head of UFO projects Nick Pope and intuitive            
investigator Jules Williams, two prolific members of this community. 

Throughout his career, Nick Pope has had access to the highest level of government             
information on extra terrestrial activity whilst Jules, has used his intuitive abilities for many 
years to help the MoD and other respected organizations in their investigations into the 
unknown.

As we begin to introduce this revolutionary show to the public forum, Nick, Jules and their 
team will be leading a campaign to find a member of the public to fill the fifth and final space 
on the expert investigative panel. This exceptional individual will feel that they possess the 
qualities and attributes of a hybrid. Those who believe that they fit this will be asked to submit 
video testimonials online, documenting their abilities and experiences. The most incredible 
and convincing candidates will then be invited to meet with Nick and Jules to undergo a 
series of intensive interviews and tests, ultimately leading to one taking the final seat on the 
investigation.

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for a member of the public to not only become part of 
television history but to also become part of world history. Prepare to make contact, the 
Alien Race has landed.

For more information visit: www.contactalienhybrid.com & our forum 
at: www.contactalienhybrid.com/community 


